



The financing for construction comes from the Stroybank (Construction

Bank), which is independent of the local, regional and republic govern-

ments. Construction is carried out by giant construction trusts under

Gosstroy for housing and community facilities and under the specialized

ministries for industrial plants related to that ministry.





4. The Results

This section includes the results of carrying out goals in housing

and urban development in the U.S.S.R. The elements covered below are the

national settlement patterns and new towns, the amount and type of housing

constructed and city design. This factual information is supplemented by

a qualitative assessment in section five.

New Towns and National Settlement Patterns The Soviets have built

a very large number of new towns, which have been used as instruments of

national settlement policy to populate the less developed hinterlands.




	The number of new towns created in the U.S.S.R.. depends upon the

definition. In my 1916 book on Soviet New Towns, J reported that there

were from 1,000 - 1,2U0 new towns in the U.S.S.R., but that definitions

were illusive.25 More recently, in the introduction of a joint U.S.-

U.S.S.R. publication, Planning New Towns new towns were defined as

oevelopments "which were created since 1917 to the present (a) on empty

or sparsely developed land, as well as communities (b) which were trans-

formed from rural or urban settlements into towns, and (c) finally,

existing small and middle size towns which have had high rates of growth

and development and which have experienced rapid population increase".26	
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Accordiny to the same publication, 100 to 125 new towns were developed in

each of the last three five year plans. In all, 35 percent of the Soviet

population growth in the past fifty years has gone into new towns as

defined above.

Of the new towns, 350 are freestanding new towns on undeveloped land.27

These developments have characteristics that are more consistent with in-

ternationally-accepted new town definitions than do expanded small towns.

The largest number of new towns, however defined, are in European

Russia. However, their portion of total settlements in that region is

lower than in the less developed areas. Since the new towns have been

used to move industry and population into the hinterland, they constitute

a larger portion of all settlement in these areas. Sixty-five percent of

the urban settlements in Eastern Siberia are freestanding new towns; SO

percent, in Kazakhstan, 30 percent in Western Siberia, and 28 percent in

Middle Asia.28 Overall, freestanding new towns constitute 17 percent of all

urban settlements.

What is uncertain about all of these data is that of the 3,989 develop-

ments that have been given urban status since 1926, why are some new

towns and not others? The criteria for new town designation are not

clear.

A map of the development identified as new towns as of the early

1970s is included as Figure 3. It shows the distribution of the new towns

by region. Although the map is incomplete, it does show the degree to
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which the new towns are concentrated in Europe, the Volga-Urals region,

and southern central Asia and Siberia along a band served by major rail-

roads. This pattern generally reflects the regional population distribution

in the U.S.S.R.

Development occurs not only in new towns in the hinterland, but in

existing ones as well. In the two five year plans from 1971 to 1980,

153 million square meters of housing space was built in the North, Siberia

and the Far East. This was 15 percent of all housing space built in the

U.S.S.R. during this period. In Transcaucacus and Central Asia, 188

million square meters were built, 17 percent of all housing in the U.S.S.R.

The number of square meters built annually in the North Siberia and Far

East increased from 13 percent to 16 percent of total national production

from 197U to 1980. In Transcaucasus and Central Asia, the national share

actually dropped slightly from 18.2 percent to 17.8 percent during this

same period, but rebounded to 18.2 percent by 1983.29

The increase in housing production between 1970 and 1981 showed the

highest increase for Western Siberia and the Far North (38.6 percent),

followed by the European Far North (19.6 percent) Eastern Siberia (13.9

percent) and the Far East (9.5 percent). All of these places were high

cost construction areas.30


	

Control Over Growth of Large Cities Whereas the execution of the

national settlement policy through new towns has been relatively success-

ful, the efforts to control the growth of large cities has not succeed-

ed, in spite of decades of effort. The urban population grew by 63	
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million in the U.S.S.R. from 1959 to 1979 of which 37 million come from

migration and designation of new urban areas. The largest cities (over

500,000) grew by 27 million from 24 to 51 million people (113 percent),

during this period. There were 45 cities in this category In 1979, up

from 25 In 1959.31 Moscow alone grew by nearly two million people (6 to

8 million) from 1959 to 1979. The cities from 100,000 to 500,000 increased

by 24 million (24 to 48 million) or 99 percent. The number of these

communities increased from 123 to 228 in this period. (See Table 1)

By contrast, from 1959 to 1979 the population of small and medium-

size communities (less than 100,000) increased by only 13 million (52 to

65 million population). This category of communities increased from

4,471 - 5,641 in 20 years.






Table 1

" DYNAMICS OF POPULATION GROWTH FOR CITIES
IN THE U.S.S.R. 1926 - 1979

(Population in Minions)

Total Urban Cities Cities Cities Cities Less
Areas 1 Million 500,000- 100,000- than 100,000

and Over I Million 500,000

1926
1925 2 1 28 1894

POP. 26* 4 .5 5 17
100% 14% 2% 20% 64%

1939
2759 2 9 78 2670

POP- 60 6 7 16 32
100% 10% 11% 26% 53%

1959
4619 3 22 123 4471

POP. 100 10 14 24 52
100% 10% 14% 24% 52%

1970
5505 9 24 188 5284

POP. 136 19 17 38 61
100% 14% 13% 28% 45%

1979
5914 18 27 228 5641

POP- 163 33 18 48 65
100% 20% 11% 29% 40%

*Rounded to the nearest million. Numbers may not add up due to rounding.

SOURCE: V. V. Vladimirov, Rayonnaya Planirovka Sparvochnik Proekterovschika
(Moscow: Stroyizdat 1986).

Given the strong measures to control movement of population and in-

dustry, it is difficult to understand why efforts to control large cities

has not been more successful. One reason given for this phenomenon is
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the difference in motivation between the powerful enterprises and the

planners. The enterprises may be more Interested In production and often

find large cities congenial for this function. Given the fact that

powerful ministries are not subordinate to local governments, they do not

always obey local rules for controlling growth. Taubman reported that in

spite of the prohibition of the construction of new industrial enterprises

and expansion of existing enterprises in 34 cities of the Russian Republic,

this rule is flouted on a wide scale. Often industrial and city officials

simply circumvent the law, and the professional city planners have no

choice but to go along with them.32

Housiny Production and Problems By any standard, the Soviet Union

has built a tremendous amount of housing in the past three decades,

exceeding every country, with the possible exception of China. From

1957 to 1985, some 65 million units were built in the U.S.S.R., by both

public and private sources.33 The average space in public and cooper-

ative housing expanded from 449 square feet per unit (42 square meters) in

1960 to 567 square feet (53 square meters) in 1983.

Although Soviet housing production, in number of units, exceeded that

of the United States in the past decades, it fell far short in terms of

total square meters of construction. According to one set of calculations,

U.S. builders produced more than 150 million square meters of housing

every year, except one, since 1970. This excludes mobile homes. By

comparison, it was only in 1983 that the Soviet Union produced more than

110 million square meters.34
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The average living space per person in the U.S.S.R. Increased from

only 43 square feet (four square meters) In 1950 to 156 square feet (14

square meters) In January 1986. The number of families doubling up in

communal apartments dropped from 60 percent in 1960 to 20 percent in 1980.36

Only in 1987 did the Soviets report a drop to 15 percent doubling up.

Annual production has exceeded two million units a year in the past

several decades.37

However, in spite of these improvements, both Soviet and American

sources acknowledge a severe national problem with Soviet housing. Mil-

lions of families live in very crowded communal apartments or dormitories,

and the average space per capita is still well below official norms.38

The improved Soviet space in square feet is less than 33 percent of the

space of the average U.S. single family unit of 1,734 square feet in 1981

and 69 percent of the size of an average U.S. apartment in that year.

Henry Morton, an authority on Soviet housing, argues that in spite

of the great Soviet production, they are falling behind in meeting demand

because of the increased number of new household formations, including

marriages and divorces. He estimated a shortfall of 9.6 million units,

almost two million more than unpublished Soviet estimates.39

There are several explanations given for these shortfalls. Among

them are the tremendous growth of the urban population by 150 million

since the revolution;40 the fact that during the Stalin era, resources were

diverted from the housing sector to industrialize the country; the fact that

25 million families lost their housing during the war; and, more recently,
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the portion of national capital expenditures spent for housing dropped

from 18.7 percent from 1961-65 to 13.6 percent from 1976 to 1983. At the

same time, in spite of production and expenditure increases, population

growth has been exceeding provision of housing. The number of apartments

built per 10,000 residents was reduced from 121 in 1960 to 75 in 1983.41

Soviet housing has also faced increased costs. In 1983, the cost of

producing a home increased 82 percent over the 1970 level and 134 percent

from 1960 to 1983.42 In part, this increase was due to improvements

in housing quality. It was also due to problems of operating efficiency

of Soviet construction, which is said to suffer from poor planning, equip-

ment shortages and high proportions of manual labor and poor work organi-

zation. Labor productivity gains in construction declined from 4.4

perent per year in 1971-75 to 1.8 percent in 1975-80 according to a

Wharton Econometrics study.43

Another characteristic of Soviet housing in urban areas is the high

density. In a previous publication I reported that the net residential

density in the Soviet new towns ran from a low of 66 persons per acre in

Bratsk to a high of 116 persons per acre in Togiatti.44 This density cal-

culation excludes streets and open space. Typically, as a matter of con-

scious national policy, building heights in largest cities are nine, 12,

and 16 stories. By contrast during the Stalin era, most housing was the

cheaper five story walk-up.




	The amenities in urban housing have increased considerably over

the years. Over 90 percent of the urban units have running water,	
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